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What is the UN Human Rights 

Committee?

• 18 Experts – Committee Members 

(“CMs”)

• Serve in their personal capacity

• Nominated for elections by their countries

• 4 year terms

• Eligible for reelection

• Promoted by 5 regional interest groups

Hypotheses:

• Geography - CMs are biased in favor of  

countries from their regions because they want to 

secure their renomination.

• Politics - CMs follow the policy of their countries 

in the field of international relations and promote 

the interest of their countries’ allies.

• Culture - CMs are expected to vote in favor of 

countries that share a similar culture with their 

country of nationality.

Dataset:

• 571 decisions on the merits under the Optional 

Protocol issued between 59-109 Sessions.

• Unit of Observation – how a CM voted in a 

communication.

• N = 8,390.

Variables:
Dependent variable -> voting in favor of a state.

Independent variables ->

1. Regional group

2. Treaty

3. Legal System

4. Religion

5. OECD

6. NATO

7. Polity

8. GDP

Results:

• Regional Group (+)

–Western (+)

–Eastern Europe & Latin America (-)

• OECD (+)

• Polity Score (-)

• GDP (-) 

• Religion (-) (significant with FE)

• Human Rights Score (+) 

Marginal Effects at the Means:

Likelihood that a CM votes in a biased way – highest 

is around 4.5% (Regional group, Western).

Discussion:

• Geography – strongly supported for certain 

regions.

• Political – GDP, OECD, political regime.

• Culture – unclear 

o Regional groups

o Other variables not statistically significant in all 

specifications, some have reverse bias.

• Human Rights Score – highly statistically 

significant.

Conclusions:

• Evidence for geographical, political and 

perhaps even cultural biases.

• The decisions of the Human Rights Committee 

in general are not biased:

o Probability of voting in favor of a country 

highly correlated with the human rights score 

of the country.

o Highest marginal effect is only 4.5%.

o Only 4% of decisions have 5 or more CMs 

writing separate opinions.

o Voting patterns do exist, but probably only 

in the most highly contested cases.


